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The Safety Training Program

Enables experts from developing countries to learn about safety and environmental protective measures by visiting and working in plants of IUPAC Company Associates in the industrialized world.
Safety Training Program Workshops

Mechanism for follow-up and monitoring of progress

Held at IUPAC Congresses
  Ottawa – 2003
  Beijing – 2005
  Turin – 2007
  Glasgow – 2009
  **San Juan - 2011**

Trainees present and discuss activities they have pursued since their training

Plenary speakers address topics of concern in the country or region where the Congress is held
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The IUPAC Safety Training Program: Global Chemical Safety and Sustainability

MONDAY MORNING, 1 August 2011

Puerto Rico Convention Center
208-A

Industrial and Applied Chemistry

IUPAC Safety Training Program: Global Chemical Safety and Sustainability, Session I

M. Cesa, Organizer, Presiding

10:30 37. Chemical Laboratory Safety Training System – EU project CHLASTS. I. W. Maciejowska, J. Wilamowski, G. Stopa

11:00 38. Laboratory safety at quality control scenario. M. I. Rivera

11:30 39. Responsible Care a process for chemists. B. West

12:00 40. Chemical Security Engagement Program. N. B. Jackson, R. Kottenstette, P. Ho, L. L. Stiles
MONDAY AFTERNOON, 1 August 2011

Puerto Rico Convention Center
208-A

Industrial and Applied Chemistry

IUPAC Safety Program: Global Chemical Safety and Sustainability, Session II

M. Cesa, Organizer, Presiding

14:00 116. Process safety campaigns as a vital link in improving safety culture and performance at work. T. C. Gwaza

14:20 117. Building health, safety and environmental culture - Key to excellent HSE performance. G. A. Nyarko

14:40 119. Promoting HSE through IUPAC-UNESCO-UNIDO Safety Training Program. F. Benzo

15:00 Break.

15:20 121. Pathway of developing occupational health and safety management in Turkey. E. Toprak

15:40 Discussion.